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Abstract Extant research offers limited and inconclusive findings on the effects of
early exporting by new ventures. This longitudinal study examines such effects,
taking into consideration the roles of competition and adaptation in international
venturing and exiting. The findings alert us to the potentially negative impact of
early exporting on exit. Despite the deterrent effect of exporter competition, those
new ventures that engage in early international venturing are impelled to keep
strategically alert and expedite their learning process, therefore prospering in the
highly competitive environment. By attracting foreign investors, new ventures will
be able to start exporting early, and endorsed by the knowledge advantages associated with foreign partners the rapid entrants have better continuation chances. At
the same time, early exporting in a relatively less competitive environment or
without foreign ownership will lead to higher exit likelihood. By highlighting the
polarizing effects of early exporting in the life cycle of new ventures, this study
reconciles the difference between the process model and theories on international
entrepreneurship to some extent.
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1 Introduction
It is of significant strategic value to predict the duration of export projects based on
their founding conditions, e.g., earliness of exporting (Geroski et al. 2010). However
there has been no research explicitly examining the linkage between the timing of
entry into export markets and subsequent exit. Extant studies so far have offered
limited insights and inconclusive empirical findings on the effects of the foreign
entry timing of new ventures on their post-entry dynamism (Autio et al. 2000;
Hagen and Zucchella 2014). While the process model of internationalization
suggests a sequential approach to foreign entry that helps firms to overcome the
liabilities of foreignness (Johanson and Vahlne 1977), the literature on international
entrepreneurship argues that early foreign entry helps firms to generate learning
advantages of newness, which enables them to perform better in foreign markets
(Autio et al. 2000; Gabrielsson et al. 2014).
Drawing on the perspective of organizational ecology, this study addresses the
important but understudied link between early exporting and exit, in the case of
startup exporters. We focus on exporting as it tends to be the most common foreign
entry mode for startups, due to their limited resources for internationalization
(Knight and Cavusgil 2004; Kuivalainen et al. 2007; Moen and Servais 2002). Exits
from export markets have important strategic implications for startups as they are
very likely to lead to firm closedown (Ilmakunnas and Nurmi 2010). Organizational
ecology theory holds that the founding conditions of a firm or project will have a
marked effect on its duration. The theory also holds that environmental selection
and organizational adaptation are the main causes of organizational mortality
(Hannan and Freeman 1989). In line with these theoretical propositions, we
holistically examine the whole life cycle of young exporters, from birth to
international venturing and exit, and we integrate with this, analyses on the
antecedents and consequences of international entrepreneurship. We study how the
earliness of exporting, as a founding condition of export projects, affects exiting
from export projects, in our baseline model. Furthermore, we scrutinize the
moderating effects of selection via exporter competition, and adaptation via foreign
ownership, on the linkage between early exporting and exit from export projects.
To conduct the empirical analysis, this study employs a large longitudinal dataset
of early exporters. We find that these exporters are likely to suffer if they choose a
rapid entry strategy. The smallest and least inefficient new ventures tend to enter
export markets most rapidly, although unfortunately they face a much higher risk of
exit, manifesting the ecological selection process, which is amplified by the
information asymmetry in the international entrepreneurship context. Moreover,
competition between fellow exporters from the same country of origin and industry
has a strong deterrent effect for potential entrants. However, once they get ready and
enter international markets early, the exporter competition will have strong enabling
and catalyzing effects on the learning capabilities and strategic vigilance of early
exporters. Moreover, hosting foreign ownership helps exporters to improve their
internal routines, access greater international networks and gain external legitimacy.
Therefore, rapid entry into export markets with the presence of strong competition or
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foreign ownership will effectively reduce the likelihood of exit. At the same time, our
empirical results indicate that early exporting in a relatively less competitive
environment or without foreign ownership will lead to higher exit likelihood. By
highlighting the polarizing effect of early exporting in the life cycle of new ventures,
this study underscores the contingency conditions under which early entry into export
markets may be either a wise or an inappropriate exporting strategy for a startup.

2 Theoretical Background
2.1 Timing of Internationalization and Firm Performance
The timing of starting to conduct international business, or age at entry into
international markets, is one of the most important defining features in international
entrepreneurship (Autio et al. 2000; Sapienza et al. 2006). In the recently emerging
stream of literature regarding the speed of internationalization, various dimensions
of speed have been examined, such as the timing of entry (Autio et al. 2000), postentry expansion speed in terms of scope of countries (McNaughton 2003), intensity
of overseas sales in the sales portfolio, and degree of geographical proximity (Sui
and Baum 2014). While the literature usually refers to those dimensions of speed
interchangeably, early entry and rapid post-entry expansion are conceptually
different and may involve distinctive degrees of risk and strategic commitment
(Autio et al. 2000, pp. 909–910). Compared with firms preparing for post-entry
expansion, candidates for early initial entry may have no prior international
exposure or experience, encounter a much higher degree of information asymmetry,
and incur a stronger liability of foreignness. Therefore, post-entry expansion
strategies are bound to be more rational, better reflecting firms’ internal resources
and external environments (Mudambi and Zahra 2007).
There are different views regarding how early a firm should engage in
international business. The process model holds that internationalization is an
evolutionary process (Johanson and Vahlne 1977). Due to limited resources and
knowledge reservoirs regarding overseas markets, as outsiders, firms at the early
stages of internationalization usually cannot handle external challenges adequately
(Johanson and Vahlne 2009; Liesch et al. 2011). The theory on international
entrepreneurship argues that firms may enter international markets in their early
stage of business (Glaister et al. 2014; Nummela et al. 2014). By relying on modern
information technology, for example (Deng and Wang 2016; Sinkovics et al. 2013;
Yamin and Sinkovics 2006), early foreign entry may offer firms the ‘‘learning
advantage of newness’’ that facilitates firm growth (Autio et al. 2000; Hagen and
Zucchella 2014). Early internationalizers may exhibit particular traits that are
ingrained in their organizational cultures, such as innovativeness, learning, dynamic
capabilities and risk taking, which help them to accumulate market knowledge
quickly and reduce international risks (Gabrielsson et al. 2014; Vahlne and
Johanson 2013).
While the two aforementioned theories imply diverging effects of the timing of
internationalization, the empirical evidence offers mixed results. For example,
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Mudambi and Zahra (2007) find that early internationalization does not result in a
greater survival rate than sequential entry. They attribute the different survival rates
of firms to firm resources and industrial environments. Carr et al. (2010) find that,
while entry speed has a positive effect on post-entry short-term growth, the impact
of speed on post-entry survival is inconclusive. Khavul et al. (2010) do not find a
significant relationship between the timing of internationalization and firm growth
either. Efrat and Shoham (2012) adopt a temporal approach and find that target
market conditions have a short-run impact on firm performance, while firm
capabilities exert long-lasting effects on firm success. However, neither the process
model nor theories on international entrepreneurship fully explore the implications
of early entry for exit. Exit from international markets, ‘‘de-internationalization’’, or
the discontinuation of international business refers to the voluntary or forced
reduction of international activities (Crick 2004; Welch and Welch 2009). Exit from
international markets may be driven by a variety of factors, including changing
market conditions, product life cycles, and low managerial commitment to
international markets, among others (Benito and Welch 1997; Crick 2004).
2.2 Organizational Ecology Theory
Organizational ecology theory explains the birth, growth and mortality of firms as a
result of the combination of two general processes, namely selection and adaptation
(Hannan and Freeman 1977). Selection is a result of competition for limited market
‘‘carrying capacity’’, such as quality labor, raw materials and customer resources,
between firms that belong to a particular population, competition that will lead to
the shutting down of inefficient firms and the growth of productive ones (Hannan
and Freeman 1989; Nickel and Fuentes 2004). Firms can accommodate and defuse
this selective challenge through adaptive activities, however. A firm may tailor its
products to its target customers, learn how to deal with adverse market shocks, and
gain isomorphic adaptation capabilities, which in turn enhances its life chances by
addressing the problem of maintaining the flow of resources from the environment
(Andries and Debackere 2007). Organizational ecology theory holistically examines
a full spectrum of the life cycle. In particular, it focuses on the most essential
features of firms, such as founding conditions, organizational routines and inertia
that have marked effects on firm mortality. Therefore, it has proven to be
particularly suitable for investigating small, entrepreneurial and transparent startups,
rather than large, old and complex enterprises (Hannan and Freeman 1989, p. 334).
This theory has been adopted in entrepreneurship research to examine the effects of
selection, adaptation and organizational imprinting on firms’ birth and survival rates
(Burke and van Stel 2014; Sapienza et al. 2006).
The insights generated about a domestic population of organizations may be
extended to explain and forecast the dynamics in international markets (Javalgi et al.
2005). The rapid globalization of industrial ecosystems means that a firm is no
longer confined within its own national boundary, making it imperative to examine
the global context of a firm doing cross-border business (Rosenzweig and Singh
1991). International markets indeed provide a unique setting for exploring the
special impact that organizational ecology may exert on the dynamic development
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of firms, particularly new ventures. An international market is rather different from
a home market in that the former involves much more uncertainty in terms of
customer preferences, exchange rates, distribution channels and transportation
(Isenberg 2008). All these ecological conditions will impose upon firms a liability of
foreignness and result in higher mortality risks (Lamin and Livanis 2013). From the
perspective of organizational ecology, nascent ventures are particularly unsuitable for international business due to their lack of legitimacy in foreign markets as
well as their shortage of market experience and financial resources, i.e., the liability
of newness (Wiklund et al. 2010). Meanwhile, some new ventures are still tempted
to enter overseas markets at a relatively early stage of their business operations,
especially because overseas markets offer the promise of quickly opening up a new
niche, achieving economies of scale and enhancing the learning effects for young
ventures (Gabrielsson et al. 2014; Oviatt and McDougall 1994). Moreover, new
ventures with insufficient scale and low efficiency may face strong competition
from local rivals and therefore may endeavor to explore overseas markets
opportunistically instead (Sui and Baum 2014). Will these firms be able to sustain
their business in international markets, though? So far, the effects on postinternationalization exit, of ecological mechanisms such as market selection and
firm adaptation, are greatly understudied.
The employment of organizational ecology theory will add significant value to
this research. This study will examine how the founding conditions, i.e., the
earliness of starting exporting projects, affect the duration of such projects.
Specifically, we will scrutinize the roles of business routine construction, together
with the triple liability of rapidness, newness and foreignness, which are associated
with early exporting. Furthermore, we will investigate how the mechanisms in
organizational ecology, namely market selection and firm adaptation, moderate the
relationship between early exporting and exit. Moreover, this research is the first in
the literature on international entrepreneurship to apply the life-cycle perspective of
organizational ecology and to provide a full scanning of both the antecedents and
consequences of early exporting behavior.

3 Hypothesis Development
3.1 Influence of the Speed of Entry into Export Markets on Exit
We focus on exit from export markets as the form of discontinuing internationalization. There exist several possible factors leading to export exit. First an
exporter has successfully implemented its export strategies and is no longer
interested in exporting, i.e., becoming a ‘‘disinterested’’ exporter (Crick 2004). Such
a firm may strategically withdraw from the export market and explore their home
market opportunities, or switch to more advanced modes of internationalization
such as foreign direct investment (FDI). Second an exporter may find the
opportunities in overseas markets shrinking, therefore returns to their home markets
to remain functional i.e., becoming a ‘‘disappointed’’ exporters (Crick 2004; Liesch
et al. 2011). Third the negative shocks in international markets are so unbearable
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that the exporters have to withdraw from international venturing, and completely
cease the entire business operations (Welch and Welch 2009). To make the
argument and subsequent empirical tests more scientific and accurate, we will
purely focus on exit rather than firm bankruptcy as the consequence of early
exporting.
The timing of international market entry is of great significance for the strategic
behavior of new ventures (Jones and Coviello 2005; Oviatt and McDougall 1994)
and there are potential benefits from a rapid entry into international markets. By
entering international markets, domestic new ventures transform themselves into
members of a different population of organizations, i.e., startup exporters. Their
traits in the founding year and the early exporting will have a marked effect on their
post-entry dynamic development (Autio et al. 2000). Early exporting may speed up
the process of knowledge learning and accumulation, and help young players in the
international arena better understand the needs of their global customers and fulfill
their global engagement, and build up their new products and manufacturing
capabilities more quickly than their rivals. Therefore, early exporting may reduce
the likelihood of subsequent exit.
On the other hand, rapid entry poses numerous challenges to the continuation of
exporters (Sapienza et al. 2006). First and foremost, the aforementioned learning
effect may not materialize automatically due to the liability of rapidness
(Gabrielsson et al. 2014). As tremendous differences exist between home and
export markets, firms need sufficient time to obtain market feedback from overseas
customers, analyze customer needs and formulate new strategies to deal with new
opportunities and challenges (Vermeulen and Barkema 2002).
Rapid entrants to exporting face constraints in terms of resources, experience,
relationships, identity and legitimacy, i.e., the liability of newness (Nummela et al.
2014; Sapienza et al. 2006; Wiklund et al. 2010). Startup exporters face the dual
task of constructing internal routines and external networks for the domestic
environment, and at the same time developing different prototypes and international
connections. This process requires ambidextrous learning and unlearning capabilities, which is a rather challenging ask for startup firms lacking experience (Puig
et al. 2014). The domestic and international commitments will inevitably cause
conflicts, which will overstretch the resources and capabilities of these startups
(Benito and Welch 1997). Early exporters usually do not have enough capacity to
handle such stressful tasks and will have to exit from exporting to simplify their
business portfolio (Crick 2004; Sapienza et al. 2006). Even when startups rapidly
enter an international market with abundant business opportunities, effective
opportunity recognition is always associated with prior foreign experience and
market knowledge (Hagen and Zucchella 2014; Nummela et al. 2014; Shane 2000).
Moreover, cross-border activities incur the liability of foreignness, i.e., additional
negative shocks including unexpected exchange rate fluctuations and low foreign
brand recognition, any of which could induce a liquidity problem for exporters. The
lack of international business experience and good understanding of institutional
distances requires tremendous time and effort to overcome (Eriksson et al. 1997).
The triple liability of rapidness, newness and foreignness will substantially increase
the likelihood of rapid-entry exporters exiting export markets. Therefore,
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Hypothesis 1: The speed of entry into export markets is positively related to
the probability of exit from export markets.
3.2 Moderating Effect of Market Selection with Exporter Competition
The relationship between early entry and exit may be contingent on the degree of
competition among fellow exporters from the home country and industry. Industrial
competition has a close relationship with the exit of firms in general, and new
ventures in particular, according to the organizational ecology theory (Geroski et al.
2010; Hannan and Freeman 1989; Mudambi and Zahra 2007). Once nascent firms
enter export markets, they will face two types of export competitors in a host
market, namely exporters from the home country and those from other countries.
Exporters from the home country will generally be regarded by importers as a
cohort of firms with relatively similar competitive advantages (Porter 1990). Such
resource similarity and market commonality categorize exporters from each country
and industry into separate strategic groups or population niches (Hannan and
Freeman 1989). This is particularly the case for new-venture exporters, considering
their general lack of prestigious brands and customer loyalty. As it is important to
examine the population ecology of organizations in similar settings (Hannan and
Freeman 1977; Javalgi et al. 2005), in the current study we confine ‘‘exporter
competition’’ to the competition among exporters from the same country of origin
and industry.
Exporter competition mitigates the relationship between early entry and exit.
Undoubtedly competitive forces always squeeze the room of firms to grow and
prosper (Porter 1980). But for the special cohort of internationally oriented and
entrepreneurial exporters that tend to be innovative, proactive and risk-taking
(McDougall and Oviatt 2000), the squeezing effects could be outweighed by the
enabling effects manifested by equal market opportunities, organizational learning,
and early construction of internationally oriented organizational routines. Competition and industrial concentration are two sides of the same coin. An industry is
competitive when a considerable number of players are active in the market and the
monopolistic power of each extant player is evenly distributed. The niche width for
every exporter will be relatively equal in that case. Under such circumstances, the
rapid entry of new ventures into a more competitive in nature (i.e., less concentrated
and monopolized) export market instantly opens a window of opportunity in a new
population niche and will substantially reduce the risks of exit from the export
market. Moreover, behind the market competition are sometimes prosperous market
opportunities that enable firms to be successful with early exporting. Rapid entry
may offer quick access to these opportunities and better prosperity in the global
market (Sleuwaegen and Onkelinx 2014). Particularly in emerging product lines
such as mobile computing products, the market opportunities can be globally
distributed (Mishkin and Clover 2014). Hence, the niche width is geographically
large, although niches may easily become obsolete. Thus, rapid entry into such
competitive markets will help young exporters to take the opportunity to secure
certain overseas market niches sooner (McAran 2009).
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The competitive environment may also activate young exporters to fully unleash
their potential of learning from their rival exporters from the same home country
(Delios et al. 2007), given their market commonality and resource similarity (Chen
1996). Organizational learning depends on how firms assimilate knowledge when
they encounter it (Autio et al. 2000). Under strong competition, early-entrant
exporters may be stimulated to learn quickly from incumbent exporters and other
fellow exporters in selecting the most promising destination markets, some of which
will have relatively high exporter density and yet high legitimacy for new entrants.
In a competitive market, rapidly exporting new ventures may have to quickly recruit
talent from their incumbent rivals and harvest the international expertise spillover
embodied in labor turnover. With rich business, institutional and exporting
knowledge accumulated in their previous companies, such talent may efficiently
educate newcomer exporters so that they lower their operational costs and risks in
international markets (Eriksson et al. 1997).
In the face of strong competition, firms make the strategic choice of early
exporting in synchronization with the construction of important organizational
routines, administrative structures and strategic decision making (Delios et al. 2007;
Sapienza et al. 2006). Such resources and capabilities, prepared for relatively
competitive environments in the early stages of joining the organizational ecology
of young exporters, will have a marked effect on post-entry exit (Hannan and
Freeman 1989). In the face of a competitive environment, aggressive strategies may
help strengthen the exit odds (Almor et al. 2014). The earlier a firm starts
international venturing, the weaker the inertial resistance will be. Such firms will
also be driven to develop new products, achieve cost efficiencies and try novel ways
of attracting customers. All these routines tailored for the international market will
be better synergized and more compatible with those developed for their domestic
environment. The early construction of such organizational routines will become
important internal sources of advantage, with which nascent exporters may readily
and effectively handle subsequent market competition. Therefore, early exposure to
exporter competition may effectively immunize new ventures by keeping them
strategically alert and vigilantly guarding them from negative shocks, thereby
generating ‘‘antibodies’’ that provide longer protection (Burke and Hussel 2013).
Hypothesis 2: Exporter competition negatively moderates the impact of entry
speed on the probability of exit.
3.3 Moderating Effect of Adaptation with Foreign Ownership
The relationship between early entry and exit may also be dependent on the extent
to which exporters adapt themselves to the international markets. If a startup firm
plans to expand its business into an overseas country where it has no prior network
connections, it will face strong liabilities of outsidership as well as foreignness
(Johanson and Vahlne 2009). Due to bounded rationality and limited access to
international network information, the independent market research of young
exporters may not be able to identify as many opportunities as foreign insiders can
(Johanson and Vahlne 2009; Shane 2000). Among a variety of measures that could
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be used to alleviate the liabilities of startup exporters, such as non-equity forms of
partnership or networks (Uberbacher 2014), what brings immediate help is to attract
foreign investment so as to leverage the international network advantage of the
foreign investors in starting up the export business (Keil 2004).
From a resource perspective, foreign investors may provide domestic firms with
access to the resources that are imperative for restructuring and developing
international activities. Multinational enterprises (MNEs) are the most influential
players in the contemporary global trade system. They coordinate global value
chains, within their powerful networks of subsidiaries, contractual partners and
arm’s-length suppliers, which account for approximately 80 % of global trade
(UNCTAD 2013). Therefore, network position building is a vital condition for the
post-entry success of exporters in foreign markets. Foreign-invested early-entrant
exporters may face lower exit hazards as they are embedded in the global value
chain and the investing MNEs may offer effective quality assurance and widespread
distribution channels for these ventures’ products. The involvement of foreign
investors will help optimize the organizational form and internal routines of
exporters, such as providing staff training so that the firm can become a qualified
supplier to the MNE’s global production and sales networks (Javorcik 2004).
Hosting investment from foreign companies can thus help rapid-entrant exporters to
overcome their intrinsic reputational deficiencies in the international market, as a
new ‘‘structural context’’ (Uberbacher 2014).
Strategic perspectives highlight the importance of gaining legitimacy among
external stakeholders and resource providers such as customers, competitors and
suppliers to counteract the effect of the liability of newness on a new venture’s
chances of business continuation (Uberbacher 2014). Within the broad population
ecology in an overseas market, MNEs and startup exporters are the two extremes of
the wide spectrum of market legitimacy, with the former possessing strong
legitimacy after years of international business and the latter holding virtually no
market visibility. Building shareholding partnerships with foreign investors,
particularly MNEs at the top of the pyramid of ecology, helps rapid-entrant
exporters to overcome their branding disadvantage and achieve isomorphism in
these often rather disparate markets (Zhan and Luo 2008). Building international
shareholding partnerships with branded MNEs will be seen as a signal that a startup
exporter has a sound management system and high-quality products (Brouthers et al.
2013). Endorsed by the branding effects of successful foreign investors, new
ventures that rapidly start export businesses will quickly be exposed to a much
wider spectrum of market opportunities. Therefore, they can readily leverage the
‘‘legitimacy spillover’’ (Li et al. 2007) from their foreign investors and more rapidly
become accepted in host markets, harvesting a reputation premium and financial
returns, and reducing their probability of exiting the export market.
A foreign investor may also provide a learning platform by leveraging its
widespread international network and gathering market information in destination
markets (Isenberg 2008). Foreign investors may educate indigenous new ventures
with general information on how to make products that are more likely to be
embraced by overseas customers and how to circumvent the typical pitfalls of
international business (Keil 2004). When new ventures rapidly march into export
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Fig. 1 Conceptual framework

markets, their foreign investors will help them gather market feedback, assimilate it
and formulate adaptation strategies, producing swift and effective learning-by-doing
effects if their foreign investors are experienced professionals in this field (Nordman
and Melén 2008; Zahra et al. 2000). This learning through foreign ownership is vital
for startups, as they are so new that they usually lack strong capabilities for
performing market analysis as well as the ‘‘gene’’ (Hannan and Freeman 1977) of
market-oriented decision making (Nummela et al. 2014). More importantly, the
diseconomies of time compression encountered during rapid internationalization
pose a significant challenge to profitability in foreign markets (Vermeulen and
Barkema 2002). Building shareholding partnerships with foreign firms will improve
the ‘‘genes’’ of domestic firms and help them more fully leverage the learning
opportunities brought about by rapid entry, amplifying their learning advantage of
newness (Autio et al. 2000). By rapidly entering foreign markets and learning from
those markets with the aid of foreign investors, new-venture exporters will stay
longer than their counterparts that also export early but without foreign investors. A
summary of our conceptual framework is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Hypothesis 3: Foreign ownership negatively moderates the impact of entry
speed on the probability of exit.

4 Sample and Methods
4.1 Sample
The dataset used in this study is obtained from the National Bureau of Statistics
(NBS) of China that conducted annual surveys of manufacturing enterprises during
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1998–2008 that covered approximately 90 % of the national manufacturing output
each year. In 1998, NBS began to systematically collect data on private firms as
mass privatization boomed (Chang and Xu 2008). We chose China as our research
setting because Chinese exports have contributed a major share of the world’s
exports, making the ecology among Chinese exporters pertinent. For example,
according to the United Nations commodity trade database (http://comtrade.un.org/),
knitted fabrics made in China accounted for 31 and 46 % of the global knitted
fabrics imported by the European Union and the United States, respectively, in
2013. The dataset includes 2,638,016 observations of firms from all 30 two-digit
sectors and covers all 31 provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities in
China. We exclude all firms with more than 250 employees (595,674 observations),
to make the results of our empirical study comparable with those obtained from
extant studies of business venturing. Moreover, we exclude all firms that were
founded before the first year of our sample, 1998 (936,211 observations). In doing
so, we can calculate the number of years that elapsed before a firm started exporting.
We also eliminate firms with more than 50 % of their shares in foreign ownership to
alleviate the impact of foreign headquarters and to maintain the entrepreneurial
nature of the indigenous startup firms in the sample (176,956 observations). We
drop all state-owned enterprises (22,549 observations), too. We define an ‘‘exit’’ as
exporters completely stopping exporting to all destinations in the year t after conducting exporting in the year t - 1 (Puig et al. 2014; Sui and Baum 2014). The
survey reports only the total export values of firms, which makes it impossible for us
to further pin down a finer scenario of partial exit, i.e., exporters exiting from some
export destinations yet remaining in others. We deleted firms that never export
during the entire sample period (742,592 observations). Then, we removed exporters that started exporting after 6 years of their inception (67,466 observations.) to
make sure that all exporters are startups and that their ‘‘elements of entrepreneurship’’ are well preserved (Jones et al. 2011). Following a routine in survival analysis
(Cleves et al. 2004), we extended every firm’s final observation by 1 year in order to
generate a dummy variable ‘‘event’’ and to inform the Cox model whether the firm
is still active in the year after the final observation. For example an INV exports
during 2002–2005, thus in the extended data line it will be regarded as exiting from
international markets in 2006. We obtained 145,284 observations with this data
extension. After excluding 11,658 observations without values of main explanatory
variables, we are left with 133,626 observations. Please refer to ‘‘Appendix’’ for the
sample screening process.
4.2 Empirical Model
The primary objective of the empirical test is to examine the relationship between
early entry into and exit from the export market. The test is implemented in two
steps to remove the potential endogeneity problem related to entry speed. The
strategic choices of a firm, such as the timing of their entry into the export market,
are determined by both firm resources and surrounding industrial conditions (Jean
et al. 2016; Mudambi and Zahra 2007). As we plan to test the ‘‘pure’’ effect of entry
speed on exit, we need to control for such endogeneity involved in the strategic
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decision regarding how soon to start exporting. More importantly, as discussed
previously in relation to the research framework, we need to scrutinize the
moderating effects of exporter competition and foreign ownership. These two
factors, however, might also act as either deterrents against or catalysts for a rapid
start of export activities (see the dotted arrows in Fig. 1). Therefore, to obtain
statistically reliable results, it is imperative to control for the antecedents of entry
speed before we proceed with tests on the entry-speed–exit relationship and the
moderating effects. To do this, we adopt an approach similar to Heckman’s (1979)
two-step procedure (Mudambi and Zahra 2007).
In the first step, Model (1) estimates the entry-speed strategy:
speedi ¼ a þ b  X i þ ei

ð1Þ

where speedi denotes how soon a firm starts its export business. Xi collectively
represents a vector of the initial conditions of firm i, as the initial conditions will
have an imprinting effect on subsequent firm behavior (Geroski et al. 2010; Hannan
and Freeman 1989). The operationalization of the variables will be described in the
next section.
In the second step, to estimate the probability of exiting from export markets, we
use the Cox proportional hazards model (Cox 1972). An advantage of the Cox
model is that it does not rely on assumptions about the form of the baseline hazard.
More importantly, compared with a probit or logit model that just examines the
probability of exit in year t, the Cox survival model estimates the conditional
probability of exiting the export market in year t given that the firm has survived in
the export market for t - 1 years. Cox’s model has recently begun to be adopted
more and more in business continuation analysis thanks to its statistical rigor
(Geroski et al. 2010). The termination of exporting activity constitutes the exit event
that we empirically test by using the Cox model. We employ a test stphplot in Stata
and the results verify that the assumption of proportional hazards is not violated. A
large portion of exporters continue with export activities in the final year of the
sample period, and we have no knowledge of whether they will exit in the next year.
This ‘‘right-censoring’’ issue can be dealt with by the Cox model effectively. The
exit probability of each firm’s exporting activity is assumed to follow its own hazard
function, exitit:
exitit ¼ exiti0  expðd þ g  speedi þ c  Zit þ nit Þ

ð2Þ

where the dependent variable exitit is a conditional probability of full exit from all
export destinations for the year t, given that the firm exports in the previous
t - 1 years, ranging between zero and one. exiti0 is the baseline hazard without any
prior assumption of functional form. Zit is a collection of variables that might affect
the export hazard of firms. We use dynamic measures of firm conditions here, rather
than initial conditions, as founding conditions tend to have a declining effect
(Geroski et al. 2010), while existing conditions tend to change rapidly for startup
firms, particularly after they have entered export markets that are rather different
from their home market. The variables included in Zit will be described in the next
section. As the variable speedi included in Model (2) could be endogenously
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determined by its antecedents, we need to effectively control for this endogeneity
d i will be statistically unbiased:
issue to ensure that the coefficient g for speed
d i þ c  Zit þ nit Þ
exitit ¼ exiti0  expðd þ g  speed

ð3Þ

d i predicted by Model (1). With
where we replace speedi with the fitted value speed
this fitted variable, we may effectively remove the disturbing effects potentially
caused by initial conditions of firm resources and industrial conditions i.e., firm size,
productivity, exporter competition and foreign ownership in the foundation year of
exporters (Mudambi and Zahra 2007; Sui and Baum 2014).
4.3 Variables
Entry speed, or earliness of exporting, is the time lag between a firm’s inception and
the first time it engages in international business (Oviatt and McDougall 1994;
Sapienza et al. 2006). As our sample provides a sufficiently long period of
observations, we adopt a continuous rather than a dichotomous variable measuring
the speed of entry into the export market. It is operationalized by seven minus the
number of years that elapsed between a firm’s foundation and its initial exporting
activity. This is a time-invariant variable for each firm, ranging from one to seven.
Exporter competition is inversely measured by the degree of export concentration
in each industry. The operationalization of exporter competition is developed here
in a way similar to a Herfindahl index:
2
n 
X
exporti
Pn
Exporter competition ¼ 1 
i¼1 exporti
i¼1
We first calculate a firm’s export share in its three-digit industry sector in China
in the observation year, and square this share. Then, we sum the squared export
shares across all exporters in every sector-year group and deduct the sum from one.
The larger the variable is, the higher the degree of competition between Chinese
exporters in that particular sector will be. As a measure complementary to
population density, this index not only measures competition but also inversely
reflects the concentration of the monopolistic power of exporting activities. A
similar index has been employed in the recent literature regarding competition and
organizational ecology (Zhou and Li 2008). This index may capture the competitive
dynamics caused by various industry-idiosyncratic factors such as firm ownership
(Xu et al. 2014).
Foreign ownership is measured by the share of foreign capital in a firm’s total
registered capital (Ilmakunnas and Nurmi 2010). We also include several firm-level
variables that are widely documented in the literature to be important determinants
of a firm’s strategic behavior. Firm size is measured as the natural logarithm of the
number of employees. Firm size can be positively related to the survival rate of a
firm (Mata and Portugal 2002), as a larger firm is more likely to benefit from
economies of scale, slack resources and extensive product lines (Almor et al. 2014;
Glaister et al. 2014). Smaller firms might be more eager to escape the domestic
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market and rapidly explore overseas market opportunities too (Sui and Baum 2014).
Another important control variable is firm productivity, which can proxy for overall
management quality. This can be attributed to the prior experience of the
entrepreneur, especially to his or her export experience. While recent international
trade studies highlight the decisive role of firm productivity in determining a firm’s
capability to start exporting, exporter profitability and consequent export exit
(Melitz 2003), they do not touch on the speed of entry into export markets. As less
productive firms face stronger competition from domestic competitors, they will
also be more likely to start exporting sooner and to pursue international
opportunities, although they may face a higher exit risk than more productive
exporters (Melitz 2003). The calculation of productivity employs the approach
developed by Levinsohn and Petrin (LP) (2003). The LP approach takes into
account the possible correlation between inputs and a state-dependent unobserved
productivity disturbance. It uses intermediate inputs as a proxy for unobservable
productivity shocks to effectively deal with the simultaneity problem. For these
reasons, much of the recent business and management literature has employed the
LP approach (e.g., Altomonte and Pennings 2009). We estimate the firm-level total
factor productivity in each of the 30 two-digit manufacturing industries separately.
In the extant literature on the antecedents of firm internationalization, it has been
found that individual-level, firm-level and inter-organization-level factors such as
resources, capabilities, international networks and shareholding, rivalry and
imitation are important determinants leading to international entrepreneurship
(Casillas and Acedo 2013; Delios et al. 2007; Kiss et al. 2012). As individual-level
observations are not available for the current study that is based on secondary data,
in the strategic model of entering the export market [Model (1)], we employ the
values of exporter competition, foreign ownership, firm size and productivity in the
inception year of each firm as the main antecedents (Xi), as well as 30 dummy
variables controlling for regional factors. The inclusion of exporter competition and
foreign ownership also serves to remove the potential self-selection endogeneity in
the survival model.
In Model (3), the fitted value of entry speed is the main independent variable. A
set of other explanatory variables (Zit) is provided as follows. Age has been found to
be such an important factor leading to the mortality of new ventures that ‘‘it is
extremely difficult to obtain useful estimates of ecological processes if aging is not
taken into account’’ (Hannan and Freeman 1989, p. 245). As new ventures
accumulate experience and overcome the liability of newness during their maturing
process, the mortality rate may increase with a lower speed. Therefore, we also
include a squared age term to reflect such nonlinearity.
Population density is measured with the number of startup exporters in each
firm’s industry, as the density represents the degree of legitimacy and niche width of
organizations in that industry (Hannan and Freeman 1989, pp. 271–309). Product
diversity measures how many broad types of products a firm produces. In the data
collection survey, each firm was asked to write down up to three major product
lines, so this variable takes a value between one and three. A more diversified
product portfolio can, to a certain extent, effectively hedge against the uncertainty
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facing any individual product. As a control variable, product diversity also measures
the capabilities of firms to adapt them for the market competition.

5 Analysis and Results
5.1 Descriptive Analysis
Figure 2 illustrates the different hazards facing ‘‘born exporters’’, ‘‘rapid exporters’’
and ‘‘slow exporters’’. Overall, the export continuation likelihood of born exporters
is lower than that of rapid exporters, while the likelihood of rapid exporters is lower
than that of slow exporters. The contrasts justify the liability of newness in the
international context (Sleuwaegen and Onkelinx 2014), which is similar to the
pronounced age dependence phenomenon found for domestic entrepreneurial firms
in the organizational ecology literature (Freeman et al. 1983).
Table 1 lists the frequencies of the different export timings, and the exit rates
associated with them. For the whole sample of firms that start exporting within
6 years of inception, 9.1 % start to export as soon as they set up their business.
Another 60.3 % start to export between one and 3 years after foundation. The exit
rates for exporters are on average higher among rapid entrants and lower among
slow entrants, which is consistent with the pattern illustrated in Fig. 2. There is a
high correlation between export market exit and firm closure, which is similar to
the pattern exhibited in Finnish exporters (Ilmakunnas and Nurmi 2010). We also
check the time lag between export exit and firm closure and find that 78.7, 15.2
and 4.3 % of exporters that exit from the export market will also close down the
entire company in the same year, in the next year and in the third year,
respectively.

1.00

Kaplan-Meier survival estimates

0.25

0.50

0.75

slow exporters
rapid exporters
born exporters

0

2

4

year

6

8

10

Fig. 2 Exits of born, rapid and slow exporters. The vertical axis denotes the probability of continuing to
operate in export markets. An exporter is in the ‘‘born exporters’’ cohort if it starts exporting in the year of
its foundation. An exporter is in the ‘‘rapid exporters’’ cohort if it starts exporting within 1–3 years of its
foundation. Otherwise, it is in the ‘‘slow entrants’’ cohort
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Table 1 Entry timing and exit
Years before
initial export

No. of
obs

%

% of
export
exits

% of firm
closures

Years from exit
to closure

Correlation between
exit and closure

0

12,203

9.1

42.0

37.9

0.23

0.83

1

27,586

20.6

48.8

40.1

0.31

0.76

2

27,917

20.9

44.7

35.5

0.33

0.75

3

25,106

18.8

43.2

33.6

0.33

0.73

4

18,962

14.2

41.4

31.5

0.29

0.70

5

13,062

9.8

41.6

31.2

0.31

0.68

6

8,792

6.6

38.5

29.7

0.30

0.63

133,626

100.0

43.8

34.7

0.31

0.73

All

Table 2 reports the distribution of exporters and exit rates in the 30 two-digit
industries. The industries with the lowest technological entry barriers, e.g., garments
and textiles, host the largest cohort of exporting ventures. The average firm size of
exporters does not exhibit a large amount of variation across industries. For every
industry, the number of born and rapid exporters that start exporting within 3 years
of foundation is at least 60 % of the total number of exporters in that industry.
Interestingly, the proportion of failed exporters among the rapid exporters is
generally higher than that among the slow exporters, which is again consistent with
the patterns illustrated in Fig. 2 and Table 1. Tables 3 and 4 provide summary
statistics and correlation coefficients for the main variables. All correlation
coefficients between the independent variables are below 0.3, suggesting there is
no serious multicollinearity.
5.2 Empirical Results and Robustness Analyses
Table 5 reports the determinants of the strategic choice of how soon to start
exporting. The results of Model 1 suggest that smaller and less efficient firms tend to
enter foreign markets more rapidly. This seems counterintuitive, but it may be
linked with the government’s protection of exporters in the form of quotas, subsidies
and export tax rebates (Girma et al. 2009). Other things being equal, smaller and
less efficient firms are perhaps more opportunistically eager to rely on institutional
support to explore overseas markets than their larger and more efficient counterparts
that are in a more advantageous position in their home market (Khandelwal et al.
2013). Canadian small and medium-sized exporters have been found to exhibit a
similar pattern in their relationship between entry speed and firm size and
productivity level (Sui and Baum 2014).
When the degree of exporter competition is high (or the concentration degree is
low), firms will be deterred by the competition in the market and will tend to wait
longer to enter the foreign market and join the competition, which echoes the
findings of Delios et al. (2007) and Burke and van Stel (2014). Finally, foreign
ownership induces firms to become exporters rapidly, thanks to the facilitating
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Table 2 Industry distribution of exporters and exit rates
Two-digit
industry

No. of
obs

Average
no. of
employees

% of born
and rapid
exporters

% of exits among
born and rapid
exporters

% of
slow
exporters

% of exits
among slow
exporters

Food
processing

6126

89

70.3

55.1

29.7

51.8

Food

2417

99

72.3

52.9

27.7

50.6

Beverages

859

84

70.0

60.3

30.0

8

127

100.0

75.0

0.0

Textiles

14,175

111

70.0

44.0

30.0

40.1

Garments

13,998

131

75.3

46.1

24.7

41.8

Leather

5981

130

74.2

43.3

25.8

42.7

Wood

3228

99

71.0

50.3

29.0

46.6

Furniture

2922

114

74.2

38.1

25.8

35.0

Papermaking

1566

107

64.0

58.8

36.0

46.4

759

109

60.2

48.1

39.8

48.7

3922

113

70.0

40.1

30.0

33.3

Tobacco

Printing
Culture and
sport goods

61.5
–

Petroleum

163

90

65.9

83.9

34.1

75.9

Chemical
materials

7064

92

67.0

52.6

33.0

42.9

Pharmaceutical

1580

101

71.2

57.6

28.8

47.5

422

116

73.3

50.6

26.7

49.2

Rubber

1348

110

66.3

38.5

33.7

41.6

Plastic

6764

104

66.0

40.8

34.0

38.7

Non-metal
minerals

6057

108

67.4

54.3

32.6

51.5

Chemical
fibers

Ferrous metals

942

103

71.4

59.7

28.6

54.6

Nonferrous
metals

1525

100

67.7

56.3

32.3

53.1

Metal products

8838

105

67.8

43.3

32.2

38.4

General
equipment

8231

103

62.0

37.4

38.0

36.5

Special
equipment

4633

102

64.2

39.3

35.8

37.3

Transport
equipment

4521

110

66.9

41.2

33.1

41.7

Electric
machinery

8700

109

69.1

40.9

30.9

38.7

Electronic
equipment

5351

121

64.1

26.3

35.9

28.4

Instruments

3328

115

73.4

47.1

26.6

39.5

Art work

5649

111

66.8

36.4

33.2

34.1

Recycling

2555

113

85.1

71.3

14.9

77.4
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Table 2 continued
Two-digit
industry

No. of
obs

Average
no. of
employees

All

133,626

110

% of born
and rapid
exporters
69.3

% of exits among
born and rapid
exporters

% of
slow
exporters

% of exits
among slow
exporters

45.1

30.7

41.2

‘‘Born and rapid exporters’’ refer to firms that start exporting within 3 years of inception. ‘‘Slow
exporters’’ refer to firms that start exporting after 3 years (but after no more than 6 years) of domestic
operation

Table 3 Definition and descriptive analysis of main variables
Name

Operationalization

Mean

Age

Current year—founding year

3.772

2.104

0.000

10.000

Size

Logarithm of total number of employees

9.376

1.134

2.996

16.059

Product diversity

Number of product lines, from 1 to 3

1.327

0.641

0.000

3.000

Productivity

Logarithm of firm-level total factor
productivity

4.492

1.046

-5.841

8.887

Population
density

Number of exporters in each industry

0.000

2015

Exporter
competition

Export competition in each industry

0.975

0.048

0.000

0.999

Foreign
ownership

Firm-level foreign capital share

0.346

0.443

0.000

0.490

Entry speed

7—no. of years between startup and initial
exports

4.382

1.643

1.000

7.000

5

6

258.9

s.d.

Min

443.7

Max

Table 4 Correlation coefficients
1

2

3

4

7

1. Age

1.000

2. Size

0.143

3. Product diversity

0.061

0.090

1.000

4. Productivity

0.056

0.089

-0.045

1.000

5. Population density

0.049

-0.149

-0.077

0.037

1.000

6. Exporter competition

0.116

-0.100

-0.018

0.044

0.244

1.000

7. Foreign ownership

-0.006

0.273

0.042

-0.071

-0.021

-0.026

1.000

8. Entry speed

-0.052

-0.044

-0.050

-0.018

-0.002?

-0.073

0.065

8

1.000

All coefficients are significant at the 1 % level, except for

?

1.000

(not significant)

effects of foreign investors. This is consistent with the finding of Musteen et al.
(2010) on the positive relationship between international ties and entry speed.
Table 6 presents the results obtained from the Cox model regressions. Models 1
to 5 use a conventional model without controlling for the endogeneity effect of entry
speed, while Models 6 to 10 use, the fitted value of entry speed obtained from Model
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Table 5 Estimating entry-speed strategy
Model

1
Coefficients for full sample

2
Coefficients for split sample

Size

-0.143*** (0.006)

-0.138*** (0.008)

Productivity

-0.038*** (0.006)

-0.040*** (0.009)

Exporter competition

-2.955*** (0.120)

-2.803*** (0.171)

Foreign ownership

0.310*** (0.016)

0.291*** (0.022)

F value

68.98***

33.48***

Dummy variables for 30 provinces are included in the regressions, but are not reported here for brevity
*** Significance at the 1 % level

1 in Table 5. They produce generally consistent results. We will mainly discuss the
results of Models 6 to 10. Coefficients greater than zero are interpreted as an
increment in the likelihood of exiting, as the dependent variable is the conditional
probability of the exporter’s exit from the international market; meanwhile, negative
coefficients are interpreted as a reduction in this likelihood. For example, in Model
6, a 1-year increase in entry speed increases the hazard by 12.0 % because
exp(0.113) = 1.120. The significantly positive coefficients of entry speed in Models
1 and 6 support H1 and confirm the positive impact of rapid entry on exit, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. The coefficients of size, product diversity, productivity and
population density are all significantly negative, which means that these variables
can effectively reduce the likelihood of exit.
In particular, when combining the results of Model 1 (Table 5) and Model 6
(Table 6), we can see that small and inefficient new ventures tend to enter export
markets rapidly, but unfortunately face higher exit risks, exhibiting the brutal
market selection effect in the international market. This finding echoes recent
international trade theory, which argues that only the most productive firms can
afford the high entry sunk cost involved in exporting (Melitz 2003). Age and its
squared term have positive and negative coefficients, respectively, suggesting the
nonlinear impact of age on exit, consistent with the pattern exhibited in Fig. 2.
With the same set of explanatory variables, we find that age and age squared only
account for 1.2 % of the variance, while entry speed accounts for 8.3 % of the nonresidual variance of Model 1, according to the analysis of variance (ANOVA)
(Makino et al. 2004; McGahan and Porter 1997). That difference suggests the entryspeed, despite a static initial factor, still exerts a strong and long-lasting effect on the
subsequent exit from exporting. We also compare the sample of exporters with that
of domestic firms. We confine domestic firms to those entrepreneurial, indigenous
ones, i.e., with less than 250 employees, established after 1997, with less than 50 %
foreign ownership, and without state ownership. Age and age squared jointly
account for 0.18 % of the non-residual model variance, lower than that in the young
exporter scenario. That difference suggests the liability of newness seems to play a
more significant role in affecting firm exits in the cross-border context.
Models 7 to 10 extend Model 6 by including exporter competition and foreign
ownership as moderators. This study does not include moderating variables in the
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65,372

-0.003*** (4e-4)

-0.012*** (0.002)

-0.109*** (0.015)

-0.018*** (0.002)

-0.128*** (0.018)

-0.095*** (0.010)

Age squared

Size

Product diversity

-0.08*** (0.012)

0.098*** (0.016)

-0.498*** (0.042)

0.123*** (0.015)

Foreign ownership

Age

-0.565*** (0.032)

0.145*** (0.049)

0.113* (0.060)

-1.070*** (0.250)

Entry speed

Exporter competition

7
Low exporter competition

6
Full sample

Two-step estimation, with endogeneity controlled

133,626

No. of obs.

-0.043* (0.024)

-0.083*** (0.020)

-2e-4** (1e-4)

Productivity

-0.136*** (0.014)

-0.101*** (0.012)

-0.146*** (0.012)

-0.095*** (0.010)

Size

Product diversity

Population density

-0.017*** (0.002)

-0.019*** (0.002)

Age squared

0.300*** (0.032)

-0.466*** (0.029)

0.202*** (0.024)

Foreign ownership

Age

-0.516*** (0.023)

0.186*** (0.027)

0.074*** (0.027)

-1.415*** (0.196)

Entry speed

Exporter competition

2
Low exporter competition

1
Full sample

One-step estimation, with endogeneity not controlled

Table 6 Estimating exit from export market (a full sample)

-0.111*** (0.020)

-0.277*** (0.034)

-0.024*** (0.002)

0.164*** (0.018)

-0.226*** (0.076)

-0.583*** (0.187)

8
High exporter competition

66,835

-9e-5 (8e-5)

-0.121*** (0.026)

-0.108*** (0.020)

-0.196*** (0.019)

-0.021*** (0.002)

0.024 (0.046)

-0.393*** (0.038)

-0.132*** (0.041)

3
High exporter competition

-0.080*** (0.011)

-0.094*** (0.017)

-0.018*** (0.002)

0.117*** (0.019)

-0.824*** (0.294)

0.164*** (0.064)

9
Without foreign ownership

85,979

-3e-4** (1e-4)

-0.076*** (0.019)

-0.081*** (0.010)

-0.120*** (0.012)

-0.020*** (0.002)

0.201*** (0.027)

-1.315*** (0.199)

0.077*** (0.021)

4
Without foreign ownership

-0.135*** (0.015)

-0.217*** (0.021)

-0.018*** (0.003)

0.145*** (0.018)

-2.282*** (0.344)

-0.243*** (0.099)

10
With foreign ownership

55,356

-2e-4*** (3e-5)

-0.088*** (0.009)

-0.132*** (0.018)

-0.180*** (0.010)

-0.019*** (0.002)

0.113*** (0.026)

-1.600*** (0.150)

-0.033* (0.018)

5
With foreign ownership
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65,372

66,835

55,356

-2e-4** (1e-4)

-0.095*** (0.028)

10
With foreign ownership

?

, *, **, *** Significance at 20, 10, 5, 1 %, respectively

Coefficients may be interpreted as hazard ratios after transformation of exponential functions, e.g., a 1-year increase in entry speed increases the hazard by 12.0 % in
Model 6 because exp(0.113) = 1.120

Dummy variables for 30 provinces are included in the regressions, but are not reported here for brevity

85,979

-0.069*** (0.019)
-3e-4* (1e-4)

-0.142*** (0.030)

9
Without foreign ownership

1e-4? (7e-5)

8
High exporter competition

Standard errors are clustered at the two-digit industry level and reported in parentheses

Wald chi2 is significant at the 1 % level in all models

133,626

No. of obs.

-0.003*** (4e-4)

-0.034 (0.025)

-0.077*** (0.021)

-2e-4** (1e-4)

Productivity

7
Low exporter competition

6
Full sample

Two-step estimation, with endogeneity controlled

Population density

Table 6 continued
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regressions through multiplication, as interpreting the coefficients of interaction
terms in nonlinear models such as logit and Cox models is error-prone, while the
actual effects of the explanatory and moderating variables depend not only on their
estimated coefficients but also on the coefficients and values of other regressors
(Wiersema and Bowen 2009). Moreover, pooling the whole sample together and
running regressions collectively assumes implicitly that the observed variation is the
same between the different groups. To avoid the above complications and biases,
this study follows the more intuitive practice of Lamin and Livanis (2013) and
dichotomizes the sample into two subsamples, below and above the median value of
exporter competition, in Models 7 and 8, respectively. By comparing the
coefficients of entry speed in two separate models, we are able to identify the
moderating effect straightforwardly. Similarly, Models 9 and 10 provide a
comparative study of the two subsamples with and without foreign investors.
Entry speed under high exporter competition (corresponding to low exporter
concentration) in Model 8 leads to a lower exit probability, while low exporter
competition (corresponding to high exporter concentration) in Model 7 makes it
more likely that exporters will exit, which echoes the findings of Puig et al. (2014).
These differentiated results highlight the long-lasting and polarizing effects of early
exporting on exit, which substantiates H2. The coefficient of the exporter
competition variable is negative in Models 6, 9 and 10, suggesting that high
competition (low concentration) can stimulate exporters to improve their productivity and enhance their ability to survive.
If we collate the opposing effects of exporter competition in the pre- and postentry scenarios shown in Model 1 (Table 5) and Models 7 and 8 (Table 6), we will
have a holistic understanding of the polarizing role of competition and early
exporting in separating out superior firms from inferior ones in the evolution of
organizational ecology (Hannan and Freeman 1989). The negative coefficient of
exporter competition in Model 1 (Table 5) suggests that competition between
exporters will deter potential entrants from rapid entry. This will slow down the
exporting pace of firms and help firms accumulate market experience as well as
build internal routines and external networks, first, in the home market. When a firm
decides to join an export market in which market power is evenly distributed, rapid
entry will enable it to occupy a market niche more effectively than in the scenario of
low competition (high concentration) (McAran 2009). In other words, firms
internationalize for a better prosperity (Puig et al. 2014). On the other hand, if
competition is low and export activities are relatively concentrated, potential
entrants will more likely be induced to rush into export activities. As dominant
exporters will have stronger monopolistic power in this scenario, rapid entry will be
harmful to startups because they lack sufficient vigilance regarding market
conditions (Burke and van Stel 2014). Therefore, the moderating effect of
competition on the relationship between speed and exit reflects the enabling effect
of strong competition (low concentration) and the selective effect of weak
competition (high concentration) in the international entrepreneurship context.
In Models 9 and 10, the regression results for firms with and without foreign
ownership are reported (60.7 % of the whole sample). With the presence of foreign
ownership, a higher entry speed will lead to a lower exit rate, while in the absence of
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foreign ownership rapid entry will lead to a significantly higher exit rate. This
contrast justifies H3, suggesting that by building shareholding partnerships with
foreign firms, a young exporter can equip itself with strong ties with international
markets, and its learning effect will become rather prominent as a result. The more
rapidly it enters the export market, the less likely it is that it will discontinue its
international business. Taking into consideration the positive impact of foreign
ownership on the speed of entry into the export market, as suggested by Model 1
(Table 5), we find that strategically building shareholding partnerships with foreign
investors generates a significant adaptation effect. To be more specific, foreign
investors will help domestic firms to perform systematic market analyses and
provide them with a strong branding effect, both of which will help them to enter
foreign markets rapidly. Once they start their foreign operations, rapid-entry
exporters will enjoy the learning effects and international networks of their foreign
investors.
5.3 Robustness Tests
To test the robustness of the empirical findings, we run various robustness tests to
control for disturbances that could be caused by sample dependence and industrial
technology intensity. The first set of robustness tests check sample independence,
i.e., whether the strategic choice model in the first stage is fully independent of the
Cox model in the second stage. We randomly split the sampled exporters into two
parallel groups. We use the first group to estimate the strategic choice of rapid entry.
With the fitted value of entry speed estimated, we use the second group to estimate
the Cox model. The split-sample procedure has the advantage of excluding estimate
bias (Angrist and Krueger 1995), controlling for type 1 error (Bolduc et al. 2008)
and obtaining reliable coefficients (Dufour and Jasiak 2001). The results of the
strategic choice analysis are reported in Table 5 (Model 2), while the estimates of
the Cox analyses are reported in Table 7 (Models 2–6). Model 1 (Table 7), in which
the endogeneity of entry speed is not controlled for, is reported too, for comparative
purposes. We can see that the new results are generally similar to the previous ones
obtained without using the split-sample procedure. The speed variable no longer has
a significant effect on exit, suggesting that, as long as firm resources and industrial
conditions are favorable for exporters, the speed of entry does not matter, which is
consistent with the finding of Mudambi and Zahra (2007). When we split the second
subsample based on exporter competition and foreign ownership, we obtain results
that are highly consistent with those in Table 6, supporting H2 and H3.
The second set of robustness tests checks whether industrial technology intensity
affects the validity of the empirical findings. The discussion in Sect. 3.2 suggests
that, in rapidly emerging sectors such as the manufacturing of advanced
telecommunication equipment and other high-technology-based sectors, a market
niche can be globally distributed and can quickly become obsolete. Therefore, rapid
entry may bring about a greater market opportunity for post-entry continuation and
success. Such an opportunity may partially alleviate the negative shocks caused by
the liabilities of newness, rapidness and foreignness. Moreover, technology intensity
may amplify the learning advantage of newness for nascent exporters so that they
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Table 7 A robustness test on sample dependence
Model

1
Baseline

2
Full (fitted
speed)

3
Low
exporter
competition

4
High
exporter
competition

5
Without
foreign
ownership

6
With
foreign
ownership

Entry speed

-0.017
(0.025)

0.259
(0.433)

0.134**
(0.070)

-16.326**
(7.883)

0.565?
(0.368)

-0.862***
(0.206)

Exporter
competition

-1.355***
(0.209)

-0.638
(1.298)

0.448
(1.081)

-4.241***
(0.643)

Foreign
ownership

-0.442***
(0.026)

-0.518***
(0.127)

-0.535***
(0.035)

4.368*
(2.310)

Age

0.110***
(0.024)

0.128***
(0.014)

0.111***
(0.016)

0.158***
(0.022)

0.124***
(0.020)

0.143***
(0.021)

Age squared

-0.020***
(0.002)

-0.020***
(0.002)

-0.015***
(0.002)

-0.024***
(0.003)

-0.020***
(0.003)

-0.019***
(0.003)

Size

-0.149***
(0.012)

-0.114**
(0.058)

-0.117***
(0.015)

-2.444**
(1.093)

-0.049
(0.051)

-0.299***
(0.025)

Product
diversity

-0.084***
(0.014)

-0.084***
(0.014)

-0.088***
(0.016)

-0.095***
(0.025)

-0.075***
(0.015)

-0.110***
(0.021)

Productivity

-0.080***
(0.020)

-0.070***
(0.025)

-0.036?
(0.024)

-0.788**
(0.342)

-0.052***
(0.024)

-0.123***
(0.020)

Population
density

-2e-4*
(1e-4)

-2e-4*
(1e-4)

-0.003***
(0.001)

-2e-4***
(1e-5)

-3e-4**
(1e-4)

-1e-4*
(1e-4)

No. of obs.

66,738

66,738

33,085

33,652

38,612

28,125

Wald chi2 is significant at the 1 % level in all models
Standard errors are clustered at the two-digit industry level and reported in parentheses
Dummy variables for 30 provinces are included in the regressions, but are not reported here for brevity
Coefficients may be interpreted as hazard ratios after transformation of exponential functions, e.g., a
1-year increase in entry speed decreases the hazard by 57.8 % in Model 6 because exp(-0.862) = 0.422
?

, *, **, *** Significance at 20, 10, 5, 1 %, respectively

may learn faster from their rivals and customers (Autio et al. 2000). Finally,
technological advancement grants high-technology exporters a certain degree of
legitimacy in the international arena, which may counterbalance the relatively weak
branding of exporters’ products. We run the robustness tests by breaking the sample
into high- and low-technology industries, according to the industrial classification of
the NBS. This classification treats 59 out of 480 four-digit manufacturing sectors as
high-tech ones and is generally compatible with the widely used OECD high/lowtechnology industry dichotomy (OECD 2011). The comparison of the empirical
results in Table 8 shows that these two types of industries exhibit similar patterns,
and that all the theoretical hypotheses are supported, despite tiny differences. Entry
speed does not have a significant impact on the exit of high-technology exporters in
Model 6, confirming our proposition that knowledge intensity has a partial
alleviation effect. This finding is consistent with that in Model 9, suggesting that,
even without foreign ownership, exporters will observe a rather neutral relationship
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-0.001*** (3e-4)

8890

Population density

No. of obs.

-0.489*** (0.046)

0.127*** (0.016)

-0.018*** (0.002)

-0.125*** (0.018)

-0.096*** (0.011)

Foreign ownership

Age

Age squared

Size

Product diversity

-0.095*** (0.014)

-0.106*** (0.015)

-0.011*** (0.002)

0.100*** (0.018)

-0.545*** (0.037)

0.113** (0.055)

0.114* (0.067)

-1.004*** (0.261)

Entry speed

Exporter competition

7
Low exporter competition

6669

-0.008* (0.005)

0.008 (0.035)

-0.087*** (0.021)

6
Full model

Other industries

-0.034 (0.023)

Productivity

-0.072 (0.081)

-0.119* (0.073)

-0.083*** (0.018)

Size

Product diversity

-0.019*** (0.004)

-0.014*** (0.002)

Age squared

0.099*** (0.037)

-0.488*** (0.124)

0.082*** (0.022)

Foreign ownership

Age

-0.666*** (0.115)

0.296*** (0.120)

0.028 (0.154)

-1.572*** (0.598)

Entry speed

Exporter competition

2
Low exporter competition

1
Full model

High-technology industries

Table 8 A robustness test on technology intensity

-0.038 (0.038)

-0.116*** (0.020)

-0.278*** (0.036)

-0.024*** (0.002)

0.169*** (0.018)

-0.220*** (0.080)

-0.591*** (0.197)

8
High exporter competition

2220

-0.079*** (0.011)

-0.091*** (0.016)

-0.018*** (0.002)

0.121*** (0.020)

-0.791*** (0.311)

0.170** (0.070)

9
Without foreign ownership

3697

-0.002*** (0.001)

-0.061? (0.047)
-0.003*** (5e-4)

-0.095*** (0.034)

-0.094 (0.088)

-0.014*** (0.005)

0.057* (0.032)

-0.989 (0.849)

0.067 (0.216)

4
Without foreign ownership

-0.003 (0.036)

-0.188*** (0.019)

-0.006*** (2e-4)

0.070*** (0.005)

-0.339*** (0.062)

-0.268** (0.118)

3
High exporter competition

-0.141*** (0.016)

-0.215*** (0.021)

-0.019*** (0.003)

0.151*** (0.020)

-2.154*** (0.375)

-0.248** (0.108)

10
With foreign ownership

5193

-0.001*** (1e-4)

-0.044*** (0.016)

-0.074** (0.032)

-0.145*** (0.048)

-0.015*** (0.004)

0.119*** (0.041)

-3.264*** (0.519)

-0.173*** (0.033)

5
With foreign ownership
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123

62,894

60,343

54,475

-2e-4** (1e-4)

-0.137*** (0.016)

10
With foreign ownership

?

, *, **, *** Significance at 20, 10, 5, 1 %, respectively

Coefficients may be interpreted as hazard ratios after transformation of exponential functions, e.g., a 1-year increase in entry speed decreases the hazard by 23.5 % in
Model 3 because exp(-0.268) = 0.765

Dummy variables for 30 provinces are included in the regressions, but are not reported here for brevity

Some firms do not report their industry affiliation, causing a loss of 1 % observations

68,762

-0.084*** (0.018)
-3e-4** (1e-4)

-0.154*** (0.036)

9
Without foreign ownership

-1e-4? (1e-4)

8
High exporter competition

Standard errors are clustered at the two-digit industry level and reported in parentheses

Wald chi2 is significant at the 1 % level in all models

123,237

No. of obs.

-0.003*** (5e-4)

-0.064*** (0.011)

-0.100*** (0.017)

-2e-4** (1e-4)

Productivity

7
Low exporter competition

6
Full model

Other industries

Population density

Table 8 continued
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between entry speed and exit thanks to the legitimation effect of technological
resources.

6 Conclusion
This study examines the relationship between timing or speed of entry into export
markets, and exit from them. While theories on international entrepreneurship argue
in favor of the learning advantage of newness, the process model of internationalization warns of the tremendous risks of rapidly entering overseas markets, caused
by the triple liability of rapidness, newness and foreignness. So far, our
understanding of the exit rates after rapid entry into the export market is rather
limited. By leveraging the lens of organizational ecology theory, this study
addresses this limitation and examines the effect of entry speed on exit for startups,
after statistically controlling for the strategic choice of entry speed. In addition, it
examines the effect of moderating factors, i.e., exporter competition and foreign
ownership, on the link between early exporting and exit.
The findings show that rapid entry into the export market is generally not helpful
for young ventures to sustain their overseas business. This echoes the process model
of internationalization. It also confirms that the founding conditions of export
projects (i.e., earliness of exporting) have a marked effect on their termination
(Geroski et al. 2010). Our results also show that the rapid-entry strategy may have
polarizing effects under different conditions. Strong exporter competition may
enhance the probability of rapid entrants staying in the export market, while weak
competition will exert a negative effect. While traditional organizational ecology
scholars argue that intensive competition may reduce new ventures’ continuation
chances due to competition for limited resources, our results show that early
competition strengthens new ventures’ capability of identifying and capturing
market niches, learning from rivals and building an efficiency-based corporate
routine. Our finding is consistent with recent research on early competition’s
immunizing effect on new ventures (Burke and Hussel 2013). Foreign ownership
may also increase the continuation probability in the case of early exporting,
indicating that building international shareholding partnerships may be an effective
adaptive strategy for reducing risk and acquiring isomorphism.
This study makes several theoretical contributions. First, it broadens the literature
on international entrepreneurship by identifying roles that ecological conditions
play in export exit. It is the first in the literature to examine the effect of earliness, as
a founding condition of export projects, on exit. It also scrutinizes the two important
contingency conditions for exit, namely market selection and firm adaptation in
organizational ecology (Hannan and Freeman 1989). To some extent, it reconciles
the difference between the process model and international entrepreneurship theory,
as it examines the conditions under which early entry into export markets may be a
favorable or hazardous foreign-entry strategy for a startup firm, i.e., the polarizing
effect of early exporting on exit. The findings suggest that both founding and current
conditions are important for project duration (Geroski et al. 2010). The paper echoes
the recent call for a ‘‘more pluralistic treatment of uncertainty’’ involved in
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internationalization (Liesch et al. 2011, p. 869) and deepens our understanding of
the effect of an early-exporting strategy on exit.
Second, following the research paradigm in organizational ecology, this study is
the first in the literature of international entrepreneurship that holistically examines
the entire life cycle of nascent exporters from inception to international venturing
and eventually exit from the export market. By integrating the analyses of both the
antecedents and the consequences of rapid international venturing, we offer new
insights. We find that exporter competition will deter firms from entering export
markets rapidly. However, once a young exporter has prepared itself and if it enters
this market rapidly with strong exporter competition (low concentration), such an
aggressive strategy will help improve the ‘‘gene’’ (Almor et al. 2014) and the
exporting business will be sustained for longer. Interestingly, small and inefficient
new ventures tend to start exporting rapidly, although such exporters will be more
likely to exit the export markets later on, manifesting the amplified selection effect
of international entrepreneurship in the ecology of organizations. Our study calls for
a long-term perspective in international entrepreneurship, examining both
antecedents and consequences.
The study also extends the theory of organizational ecology in an international
setting. Most of the extant organizational ecology literature focuses on domestic
business scenarios (Hannan and Freeman 1989; Xu et al. 2014). By scrutinizing the
enabling mechanism of foreign ownership on entrepreneurial exporters, we obtain
new findings on the evolution and symbiosis between different population ecologies
(Xu et al. 2014). We find dynamic interactions to occur not only domestically but
also internationally. An important ecological evolution, namely firm adaptation with
foreign ownership, grants startups legitimacy in foreign markets, helping early
exporters to become market insiders and to sustain their business in these markets
(Johanson and Vahlne 2009), which is in line with the recent stream of research on
the network effect between the most illegitimate form (startup exporters) and the
most legitimate insiders (multinational enterprises) in international markets
(Musteen et al. 2010). We also find that small and inefficient new ventures tend
to enter export markets rapidly but unfortunately face higher exit risks, exhibiting
the more significant market selection effect in the international market.
Nonetheless, this study has limitations that need to be taken into consideration
when interpreting and generalizing its findings. First, the competition environment
in the host country ecology is not fully explored due to data unavailability, although
competition among exporters from the same country of origin and the same industry
is highly relevant (Delios et al. 2007). Second, our findings may not be
generalizable to small economies whose exporters do not have an influential
market share in the host market. Also, this single-country study may not completely
control for country-level characteristics such as size of population, institutional
environment and technological advancement. Third, exporting has many categories,
such as direct versus indirect exporting and general versus assembly trade exporting.
Different forms of exporting involve different levels of exit risks. For example, it is
relatively easy and less risky to engage in indirect exporting, but indirect exporters
may be less productive and therefore more vulnerable to external uncertainty, too
(Ahn et al. 2011). Therefore, we would need more detailed data to test this issue.
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Fourth, a startup firm may enter foreign markets through multiple modes
simultaneously, such as exporting, alliances and FDI. Because different modes
will lead firms to encounter different liabilities of foreignness, it may be an
interesting avenue to study these alternative entry modes, even though exporting
remains the dominant entry mode of young ventures (Knight and Cavusgil 2004).
Finally, due to data limitations, we cannot pin down the country of origin of each
foreign investor. While foreign investors generally grant foreign knowledge and
market legitimacy to exporters, foreign investors from the host country may provide
even stronger help.
The results of this study convey important messages for practitioners. Generally
speaking, rapid exporting may be a highly risky strategy for new startups despite the
potential learning advantage of the newness of exporters. Nowadays, modern
information technologies and lower trade barriers have opened a new window of
overseas opportunities for nascent firms (Oviatt and McDougall 1994; Sinkovics
et al. 2013). Lured by the prospects of going international, young startups,
particularly those from emerging economies that have recently been deregulated and
integrated into the global economy (Kiss et al. 2012), tend to be enthusiastic about
expanding into international markets. However, the premature expansion of
businesses into unfamiliar international markets may be dangerous, as enterprises
might not have accumulated enough market experience, branding or financial
resources to overcome the tremendous triple liability of rapidness, newness and
foreignness (Gabrielsson et al. 2014; Nummela et al. 2014).
Despite acknowledging the high probability of post-entry discontinuation after
rapid entry into export markets, this study offers two strategic prescriptions. First, if
startups face intense exporter competition and low market concentration, the
exporters will need to keep strategically alert from inception, build organizational
routines compatible with the competitive environment in international markets early
on, and improve their product quality and management efficiency. By doing so,
early-exporting firms may seize niche market opportunities, and stay longer in
foreign markets (Puig et al. 2014). Second, by hosting foreign investment,
particularly from prestigious MNEs, startup exporters may adapt themselves to
managing the risks and uncertainties in international markets by leveraging
international distribution networks, best-practice experiences and the international
legitimacy of foreign investors (Brouthers et al. 2013).
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Appendix: Sample Screening Process
Step #

Data contraction and extension

No. of obs.

1

Include all observations from the original database

2,638,016

2

Exclude firms with more than 250 employees

2,042,342

3

Exclude firms founded before 1998

1,106,131

4

Exclude firms with more than 50 % foreign ownership share

5

Exclude state-owned enterprises

906,626

6

Exclude firms that never export

164,034

7

Exclude exporters that start exporting after 6 years of inception

96,568

8

Extend 1 year for every firm in order to conduct the Cox model

145,284

9

Exclude observations without values of explanatory variables

133,626

929,175
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